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Abstract. Analysis of biological sequence data demands more and more
sophisticated and fine-grained models, but these in turn introduce hard
computational problems. A class of probabilistic-logic models is consid-
ered, which increases the expressive power from HMM’s and SCFG’s
regular and context-free languages to, in principle, Turing complete lan-
guages. In general, such models are computationally far too complex for
direct use, so optimization by pruning and approximation is needed. The
first steps are made towards a methodology for optimizing the models
by approximations using auxiliary models for preprocessing or splitting
them into submodels. An evaluation method for approximating models
is suggested based on automatic generation of samples. These models
and evaluation processes are illustrated in the PRISM system developed
by other authors.

1 Introduction

Our main goal with the present work is to promote new strong models defined
in declarative languages (such as extensions to Prolog) for biological sequence
analysis. This provides the familiar advantages of declarative programming; it
is known that standard models such as HMM and SCFG are embedded in nat-
ural ways, they can be extended and combined in very flexible ways, and long-
distance context-sensitive dependencies can be modelled using logical variables
and arbitrary auxiliary data-structures and predicates.

The resulting expressive power up to in principle Turing complete languages,
evidently has serious consequences for computational complexity. The present
work suggests the first steps towards a methodology for optimizing such models
by approximations and assessing the quality of the approximating models. We
focus currently on models that can be expressed in the PRISM system [11, 12],
but our general framework is independent of the particular formalism used.

2 Probabilistic-Logic Models and Basic Assumptions

We consider probabilistic models that describe relationships between sequence
data and annotations that capture the information or the “semantics” embedded



in the data, and we intend that such models can be used for computing the best
annotation for a given sequence, where “best” is defined as the one with highest
probability.

The models defined below may attach auxiliary annotations to a sequence,
which are projections of the full annotation; they are redundant, but are utilized
later when we introduce preprocessors which may gradually produce larger and
larger parts of the full annotation.

Definition 1. An annotation domain of degree n, n ≥ 0 is a sequence of sets
[A0,A2, . . . ,An] equipped with projection functions π : Ai−1 → Ai, i = 1 . . . , n.

Example 1. For given sets Street, City, Country, we may have A0 = Street ×
City × Country, A1 = City × Country, A2 = Country, and π clips of the first
element of the tuple to which it is applied.

Models range over sets of ground first-order atoms built over a finite signature
which includes list construction for representation of sequences and operators
that form annotations. The underline symbol is used to denote an “anonymous
variable” as in Prolog, i.e., each occurrence is a unique variable.

Definition 2. A probabilistic-logic model m = 〈Lm, Pm〉 consists of a logical
part Lm which is a set of ground atoms of a predicate m(Ao, A1, . . . , An, S) and
a probabilistic part which is a probability distribution over Lm. The arguments
of predicate m are characterized as follows.

– [A0, . . . , An] belongs to an annotation domain specific for m [A0,A2, . . . ,An],
and π(Ai−1) = Ai, i = 1 . . . , n; this property is referred to as a functional
dependency.

– A0 is called the (full) annotation, A1, . . . , An the auxiliary annotations,
– S represents the sequence.

The distribution is extended to any nonground m atom, M , as follows.

Pm(M) =def

∑
M ′ is a ground instance in Lm ofM

Pm(M ′)

For given model m, we use the following shorthands; S is a sequence and
A0, A1, . . . , An are (auxiliary) annotations.

Pm(S) = Pm(m( , , . . . , , S))
Pm(A0|S) = Pm(m(A0, , . . . , , S)|m( , , . . . , , S))

We refer to the task of computing argmaxα(P annot(S)
m (α)) as prediction and as

predicting the best annotation for the given S; recall that argmaxα(· · ·) is a value
of α that provides a maximal value of the inner expression.

The following basic assumptions are made about the interpretation of the
probabilities provided by such models.



Assumption 1 A model may be distinguished as canonical, and its quality is
not questioned; it is assumed to represent the best knowledge about the domain
(e.g., a projection of nature) available among domain specialists (e.g., biologists).

Assumption 2 The probabilities given by a canonical model are inherently cor-
related to the quality of a given sample: an annotation with a relatively high
probability for a given sequence scores high with accepted measurements, e.g.,
precision and recall for genes found by a model when compared with laboratory
experiments; and vice versa. Furthermore, a sequence with high probability shows
high similarity with those sequences that can be observed in nature.

We notice some immediate consequences of these assumptions, when P is a
canonical model and S a sequence with a relatively high probability.

– Two annotations A and A′ with relatively high probabilities P (A|S) and
P (A′|S) are similar, i.e., when comparing their detailed structure, there will
be a considerable overlap in the occurrences of phenomena that are counted
in accepted measurements (e.g., particular genes counted for recall and pre-
cision).

– An annotation A′ produced by an implemented procedure is acceptable (i.e.,
scores high in accepted measurements), whenever the magnitude of P (A′|S)
is comparable to P (A|S) where A is the best annotation of S given by P , P
being the probability distribution of a canonical model.

These observations allow us to consider approximating models that prune not
only low probability candidate annotations, but also some of the high probability
ones.

3 Optimization by Preprocessing and Combined
Submodels

An interesting canonical model is most likely computationally too complex for
predictions over sequences of realistic size and we consider in this section ap-
proaches to produce approximating models in terms of preprocessing to address
the issues of complexity. We also show how their qualities may be evaluated. By
preprocessing, we mean producing auxiliary annotations by specialized analyses,
expected to run significantly faster that the canonical model itself.

3.1 Preprocessing

Consider a canonical model mc with annotation domain [A0, . . . ,An] and pro-
jections π. By a preprocessor system for mc, we refer to a set of n + 1 models
ma

i = 〈La
i , P a

i 〉, i = 0, . . . , n such that ma
i (Ai, . . . , An, S) ∈ Li implies that

Ak ∈ Ak and π(Ak+1) = Ak, k = i − 1, . . . , n. A preprocessor system gives rise



to the composition of an approximating distribution defined as follows.

P a(A0, . . . , An, S) =def P a
0 (A0, . . . , An, S)

where
An = argmax

An

(P a
n (An, S))

An−1 = argmax
An−1

(P a
n (An−1, An, S))

...
A1 = argmax

A1

(P a
i−1(A1, . . . , An, S))

Notice that we use argmax to fix a particular value gradually for each annotation
An, An−1, . . . except for the topmost A0 where a degree of freedom is kept open,
as to define a distribution. However, we may expect that P a is used for the
prediction of a best A0 for given sequence S.

There is one big difficulty in comparing the distributions P c and P a in that
they do not in general describe the same annotations for the same S. So our
Assumption 2 above is essential in order to consider approximating models by
preprocessing of any use. This means that the annotations predicted by a good
P a must be among those that score high in P c, but we cannot insist on the
reverse property.

An especially interesting instance of this general framework case is a pre-
processor that chops the given sequence into smaller pieces, and then applies
specialized versions of a canonical interpreter to each sequence; this is an effec-
tive application of divide-and-conquer which may have significant influence on
time complexity. Consider a canonical model mc(A,S) where the annotation A
is of the form [t1 : A1, . . . , tk : Ak] where each ti indicates a specific subsequence
type and Ai an annotation of subsequence Si, where S = S1•· · ·•Sk; “•” denotes
concatenation. We assume that mc is implemented in terms of detailed models
mc

ti for the different types.
For the optimization of mc, we may introduce an auxiliary model mchop

producing a unique chopping into subsequences of claimed type and define an
approximation model as follows.

P a([t1 : A1, . . . , tk : Ak], S) =def p1 × . . .× pk

where
[t1 : S1, . . . , tk : Sk] =

argmax
[t1:S1,...,tk:Sk]

P chop([t1 : S1, . . . , tk : Sk], S)

pi = P c
ti(Ai, Si), i = 1, . . . , k

Notice that argmax for P a can be obtained by evaluating an argmax value for
each P c

ti
separately.



3.2 Estimating the Quality of an Approximating Model

In order to evaluate the quality of the approximating model respective to the
canonical model, we would ideally compare their respective predicted annota-
tions; but in particular the complexity of the canonical model prevents us from
doing so.

However, sampling provides us with samples 〈A,S〉 that we can analyze with
the approximating model and compare the result. Ignoring for the moment aux-
iliary annotations, we consider canonical and approximating models mc(A,S)
and ma(A,S), and suggest the following process to collect a set R of observed
ratios between probabilities for the annotation guessed by sampling and the one
found by approximation for the same sequence.

1. R = ∅
2. generate a sample mc(Ac, S),
3. let Aa = argmaxAa(P a(Aa, S))
4. insert P c(Aa, S)/P c(Ac, S) into R
5. goto 2, unless the designated time is exhausted

Notice at this point that probabilistic models often tend to assign unnaturally
high probabilities to short sequences, and if this is known to be the case for
mc(A,S), we may in this process discard any sequence of length below a certain
minimum.

We cannot present evaluation criteria that reflect a deep statistical analysis,
and we doubt that this is possible without detailed assumptions about a partic-
ular class of models. At present, we suggest a subjective analysis of the set of
ratios involving the following rules of thumb.

– A substantial segment of ratios greater that 1 may indicate that there is a
class of sequences, each of which has several good annotations with about
the same probability, and that the approximation is likely able to find one
of them in such cases.
(Obviously some observed ratios greater than 1 may be caused by mc sug-
gesting a very bad annotation, so such a single observation does not say
much about ma.)

– A substantial segment of ratios below but close to 1 may indicate that there
is a class of sequences, each of which has only few good annotations and that
the approximation is able to find them.

– A substantial segment of ratios far below 1 indicates that there is a class of
sequences for which the approximation is very inaccurate.

4 Case Study: A Simple Genefinder in PRISM

We sketch here a setup with a canonical model based on a SCFG, and an ap-
proximating model involving an auxiliary model that provides a unique splitting
into subsequences according to the principles outlined in section 3.1.



4.1 A Canonical Model

The model is based on a SCFG that describes a structure for genomic sequences
consisting of subsequences of genes and noncoding regions. Noncoding regions
are seen as unstructured sequences of random letters.

A gene is indicated by a start and a stop codon (one of {〈a, t, g〉, 〈g, t, g〉, 〈t, t, g〉}
and of {〈t, a, a〉, 〈t, g, a〉, 〈t, a, g〉}, respectively), and their lengths must be a mul-
tiple of 3 as to fit with a codon structure. Within a gene, the grammar indicates
possible two-dimensional structures of so-called hairpins. So for example, the
subsequence agata . . . tatct may form a hairpin, where the outermost 5+5 letters
form a stem and those indicated by the dots form a loop at the top; for simplicity
we do not allow recursive hairpin structures.

The grammar rules are straightforward and omitted; the hairpin structures
do not necessarily follow the codon structure so the grammar rules need to keep
track of substring lengths modulo 3. A given hairpin is as long as possible, i.e.,
attractor pairs are not allowed at the positions next to the two ends of the stem.

For a given sequence, this grammar may assign many different parse trees
due to the ambiguity caused by accidental triplets that are identical to start- and
stop codons, and there are likely alternative foldings into hairpins. Probabilities
in the model were set manually so as to keep sequence lengths sufficiently small
for our experiment.

4.2 An Approximative Model

As described in section 3.1, we provide an approximating model by an auxiliary
model that chops a sequence into subsequences classified as genes and noncoding;
it ignores any structure inside a gene, except that genes must be multiples of
3 and wrapped in proper start/stop codons. Subsequently these substrings are
analyzed with the well defined subgrammars of the canonical one for the two
subsequence types.

As described above, when the combined model is executed for prediction,
first the best chopping is found and fixed, and then the complex grammar rules
find best subtrees for each subsequence in isolation.

4.3 Evaluation by Sampling

We executed the procedure described in section 3.2 for generating samples and
finding the ratio of the canonical probabilities of the two annotations (here: parse
trees) given by sampling and by the approximating model. Due to performance
problems, we added a timeout for the parsing of the subsequences. We ended
up considering 18 samples of lengths between 20 and 150; shorter sample strings
were discarded.

It appears for one third of the samples, that the separation into subsequences
defined by the sampling procedure and by the chopper model are identical (or
very close to identical), represented by ratios above 0.99. In the remaining cases,
we observed ratios above 0.9. However, due to the small number of samples and



their short lengths, we cannot at present give any clear conclusions about the
quality of the chopper or the entire approximative model. With more substantial
test data we would expect fewer ratios of 1 and a few > 1.

5 Related Work

Bayesian networks, HMMs, and SCFGs are traditional methods for sequence
analysis that can be seen as instances of probabilistic-logic models; while their
flexibility for modeling and formal expressive power is far below the models we
are aiming at (PRISM and similar), there exists a plethora of efficient algorithms
and implemented systems; see [5] for background and overview. These provide a
catalogue of possible preprocessors to be used within our approach

More general and powerful formalisms have been suggested as extensions to
logic programs or equally expressive formalisms within the last 15 years, we
may mention PRISM [11, 12] that we have exemplified, Stochastic Logic Pro-
grams [10], Stochastic functional Programs [7], and Relational Bayesian Net-
works [6]. While such models have been used for systems biology, e.g., [3, 1],
the application to analysis of sequence data seems to be sparse, which we may
tentatively attribute to prejudices concerning efficiency in both time and space.

We may refer to [4] as a precursor of the present work, where similar ideas
are applied for a comparative test of three different genefinder programs [2, 8, 9].

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We advocate the use of probabilistic-logic models based on logic programs (or
similarly expressive languages) as the basis for analysis of biological sequence
data; due to flexibility and generality, such models are candidates for providing
better and more detailed finds than the currently most used methods, however,
this is still to be proved.

We intend that such models should be developed without consideration about
performance in order to document in a formal way and as faithfully as possible,
the available knowledge about the phenomena being modeled in what we called
a canonical model.

Using preprocessors, e.g., based on existing and efficiently implemented tech-
nologies, as a way to reach realistic execution times, we intend to get the best
of both worlds, flexibility and sophistication of the probabilistic-logic models
combined with feasible execution times.

Finally, we recommended heuristics for the evaluation of implemented and
approximating versions based on sampling and probability measurements, which
are basically the only computational usages that can be made of such canoni-
cal models. Although we described this method for implementations based on
probabilistic-logic technology, the evaluation method can be applied for any im-
plementation. Consider the example of section 4; here we can rebuild the ap-
proximating model using software specialized for SCFGs for both the chopping



and detailed analysis of substrings. We intend to extend the methodology with
a more firm statistically basis for evaluation of the measurements produced by
the sampling principle.
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